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The Challenge
Disparate Common Fund projects such as GTEx and HuBMAP (and others: MoTrPAc,
SPARC, Kids First...etc.) are generating large molecular and spatial datasets on human
tissues (contributing to even larger, similar efforts, e.g HCA, HPA).
For these data to be maximally “Interoperable”, we need to accurately map and compare
data from the same organs, tissues, and cell types across these projects.
Our goal was to map & connect:
• GTEx tissue samples - collected across MANY individuals at the same tissue site
per individual (using SOPs) – population level data
• HuBMAP tissue samples - collected for few individuals at MANY specific sites within
a tissue (mapped to tissue locations using CCF, & ASCT+B details) – individual level
data

Goals of our CFDE-funded project
●

Spatially map samples collected under GTEx biospecimen SOPs to the CCF to which
HuBMAP samples are mapped

●

Generate and make available spatially, semantically, and ontologically explicit FAIR metadata
for GTEx and HuBMAP data housed on several cloud environment

●

Extend and serve as web components data visualization and exploration user interfaces that
were initially developed for HuBMAP but are valuable for other consortia

●

Make a combination of anatomically mapped and ontologically linked human tissue data
available across both HuBMAP and GTEx portals

Location, Location, Location
matters

Example from Weldy et al., Biorxiv, 2022

GTEx Tissue sites

Tissue sampling
site pre-defined
“SOP”
Goal was to collect
same
“normal/healthy”
site across ~1000
individuals

HuBMAP CCF Registration User Interface (RUI)
Mapping efforts are developing a common coordinate framework (CCF) for the healthy human body, to support cataloging
different types of individual cells, understanding the functions of and relationships between those cell types, and modeling
their individual and collective function.

https://hubmapconsortium.github.io/ccf-ui/rui/

Example: Mapping GTEx Colon to HuBMAP RUI

CCF Registration User Interface (RUI) - GTEx samples
The RUI was used to capture 29 extraction sites. RUI usage is well-defined via an SOP and
video demo. These extraction sites can be associated with up to 5,171 tissue blocks (and
GTEx population-level summary information, such as eQTLs).
Heart Atrial Appendage | 293 Male | 136 Female
Heart Left Ventricle | 294 Male | 138 Female
Spleen | 154 Male | 87 Female
Kidney Cortex | 66 Male | 19 Female
Colon Sigmoid | 240 Male | 133 Female
Colon Transverse | 259 Male | 147 Female
Lung | 395 Male | 183 Female

Extraction sites (male)

Artery Coronary (Blood Vasculature) | 146 Male | 94 Female
Small Intestine Terminal Ileum | 120 Male | 67 Female
Pancreas | 207 Male | 121 Female
Uterus | 142 Female
Ovary | 180 Female
Prostate | 245 Male
Skin Sun-Exposed Lower Leg | 467 Male | 234 Female
Skin Not Sun-Exposed Suprapubic | 411 Male | 193 Female

Extraction sites (female)

Checking
Accuracy
Tissue level
expression

cell level
expression

GTEx Cell
Populations
GTEx provides high quality data
for Human Reference Atlas
(HRA) design.
Shown are cell populations
(i.e., cell types and number per
type) across tissue blocks that
derive from the same spatial
location within three human
reference organs (heart,
prostate, skeletal muscle).
Given sufficient cell population
data for the same location and
major demographic groups, it
will become possible to predict
cell populations for new tissue
block data.

GTEx / HuBMAP Deliverables
CCF-API Client Libraries published

GTEx-branded CCF EUI for GTEx Portal, including cross-consortia Cell Type search

CCF-API Implemented and deployed
with Interactive Documentation Site
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More to explore here:
https://hubmapconsortium.github.io/ccf-gtex-pilot/

GTEx / HuBMAP Deliverables
GTEx Training as part of the HuBMAP Visible Human MOOC (VHMOOC)
https://expand.iu.edu/browse/sice/cns/courses/hubmap-visible-human-mooc

https://gtexportal.org/home/eui

GTEx / HuBMAP Survey
User Survey results (GTEx Portal) (n=32):
●
●

100% state that report tutorial video is helpful
90% say it is valuable (or will be valuable) to their
research to have tissues mapped across studies

Data type most interested in (searching for):
Data type most interested in accessing:

GTEx / HuBMAP Survey
For mapped tissues what data types
were users mostly hoping to access,
and what studies are they hoping to
do:

Next Steps
We would like to expand the HuBMAP - GTEx collaboration to
1. Select CxGM data from at least two rich single cell data sources (GTEx and HuBMAP, and at
least one additional published reference resource, and including any additional mapped
CFDE single cell data if available) that have been spatially registered using the existing CCF
Registration User Interface (RUI, https://hubmapconsortium.github.io/ccf-ui/rui) and compile a
combined single cell data source for at least two tissue types (e.g., lung and heart).
2. Harmonize and annotate these data using Azimuth, CellTypist, or similar tools.
3. Use these mappings/comparison results to further iteratively enhance the registration process
and accuracy, and help prioritize capture of meaningful sample metadata, mapping additional
GTEx tissues as test cases.
4. Present results to other teams within the CFDE as well as teams working on major human
atlas papers such as Tabula Sapiens and/or data portal teams (e.g., HCA, cellxgene, NeMO)
for comments.

